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“I have come so that they may have life and have it to the full.” John 10:10 

 
Summerseat Methodist Primary School – SEND Offer Autumn 2023                                        
  

 

Children and Families Act 2014 
Special Educational Needs and Disability  
 

The Special Educational Needs and Disability Code of Practice (January 2015) prescribes the information that schools must publish on their own 
website, and also be available through the local authority’s published Local Offer. This document is taken from Bury Council, Children Services 
framework, and sets out the Local Offer / SEND Information at Summerseat Methodist Primary School. 
 

Introduction 

At Summerseat Methodist Primary School we aim to provide a broad and balanced curriculum for all children, who at any time might be 
in need of special educational provision with regard to their academic, emotional or physical abilities. Our school is warm, welcoming and 
open to all pupils and the ethos reflects a commitment to inclusion and equal opportunities. We are concerned with developing inclusive 
values, shared between all members of the school community. Systems have been implemented for early identification of barriers to 
learning and participation and we aim to minimise those barriers and maximise resources to support learning and involvement. 
 
 

How does the school know if a child needs extra help? 
 

How do you identify children with special educational needs? 
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Summerseat Methodist Primary School recognises that children have special educational need or disability (SEND) if they have a 
learning difficulty in one of the four areas of SEND: 

  Communication and interaction- this includes speech and language difficulties, attention and understanding  

 Cognition and learning- children not working at a level within a one or more subjects appropriate to their age and year group  

 Social, mental and emotional health- previously known as BESD.  

 Sensory and/ or physical- children who have a hearing or sight impairment, or require adaptions to the environment or resources to 
access the curriculum.  
 
We recognise that a child has a learning difficulty if he/she:  

 Has a significantly greater difficulty in learning than the majority of children of the same age.  

 Has been identified as having a specific learning difficulty such as dyslexia, dyspraxia.  

 Has a disability that prevents the child from making use of educational facilities of a kind generally provided for children of the same 
age, in schools within the area of the local education authority.  
 
The Disability and Discrimination Act (DDA) defines a disability as: “a physical or mental impairment which has a substantial and long 
term adverse effect on (a person’s) ability to carry out normal day to day activities”. In school, we recognise that a child has a disability if 
they have:  

 difficulty getting to and from school, or moving around school  manual dexterity; holding a pen, using tools or throwing or catching a 
ball  

 difficulty carrying objects  

 difficulty controlling the need to go to the toilet  

 difficulty hearing or seeing 
 
Information about pupils is gathered in a variety of different ways, which allows school to identify children who may need additional 
support to access all of the curriculum:  

 Home visits and transitional meetings, involving children and parents, prior to entry into Early Years Foundation Stage - EYFS 

 Information from children’s pre-school setting, where relevant. 

 EYFS observations and data. 

 Parental meetings, including three annual Parents’ Evening meetings and any additional, relevant, meetings.  

 Teachers’ continuous formal and summative assessment, which is analysed in relation to attainment and progress. This allows for 
identification of children not meeting age-related targets and, therefore, not making expected levels of progress.  

 Termly meetings between teachers and the headteacher to identify children who are not making expected levels of progress and 
to discuss the reasons for this. 

 Meetings with the school’s SENDCo to discuss concerns related to children with teachers and/or parents as well as consultations 
with outside agencies. The SENDCo may also seek support or advice from outside agencies for children who need additional 
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support or assessment.  

 Observations carried out by outside agencies.  

 Reports from outside agencies .  
 

 
 

 
What is the school’s approach to teaching children with special educational needs? 
 

How will school staff support a child? 
What happens once a concern has been raised or a need has been identified? 
Who will oversee, plan and provide delivery of the curriculum? 
Who will explain this to parents? 
What support is available for providing emotional, mental and social development of children with SEND? 
How are governors involved in SEND? 

 

 Summerseat Methodist Primary has a fully inclusive approach to the education, and involvement, of all children so that they can 
access, and experience, the whole curriculum. Therefore, school is strongly committed to ensuring that all children receive high 
quality first teaching (QFT) so they can reach their full potential, regardless of any additional challenges or barriers they may face. 
As part of our inclusive strategy, children will be educated within their classroom for the majority of the lesson. However, some 
interventions, or precision teaching, may take place outside of the classroom, in order to be further personalised.  
 

 There are a number of key staff who will support your child: 

 Your child’s class teacher, who will make sure that the tasks set for your child are appropriate and accessible. The class teacher 
will inform the parent/ carer of any additional provision and targets.  

 Teaching Assistants and Higher Level Teaching Assistants, who support children in class and carry out interventions.  

 The Special Educational Needs Coordinator (SENDCo) who co-ordinates the provision of SEN throughout the school. They will 
ensure the school is effective in its arrangements and provision for children with SEN, attending regular local authority meetings 
and keeping up to date with any national changes, Ofsted guidance.  

 The SEN School Governor works with the SENCo in leading SEN throughout the school. The Governors receive a termly report 
from the SENDCo to keep them updated with provision in school and any updates. 
 

 Children will be supported through QFT, which means they will be taught through a range of different strategies and a wide range 
of modelled examples to support understanding and learning. This may include the use of modelled writing or concrete resources 
in Mathematics. Children will be provided with adaptations where appropriate and additional resources to help, such as word 
banks or manipulatives and alternative ways to record their understanding of a studied concept.  
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 Once a concern has been raised about a child, the necessary actions will be put in place. First, and foremost, the children will be 
supported within class through QFT. In addition to this, an intervention, designed to reduce gaps in learning or support necessary 
development, will be devised and put in place. For example, this may involve a specific phonics programme or precision teaching 
to support spelling related difficulties.  

 If, despite an intervention, the child is still not making necessary progress, the Epworth Trust graduated approach process will be 
followed. This will involve a period of, ‘Notice, Try and Check’, moving through low-level and high level need. Once a child is on 
the school SEN list, if they move to LLN ii Assess, Plan, Do, Review Support Plans will be put in place which will be created by the 
class teacher, in consultation with the SENDCo. This plan will detail the additional support needed and how these needs will be 
catered for. These APDR support plans are reviewed with parents, termly for children at low-level need, where their views on the 
child’s development will also be shared. A child at high-level need will have reviews every half term. At these reviews, the child’s 
voice will also be sought.    

 Children with an Education Health Care Plan (EHC Plan) will receive the necessary support outlined in their plan. They will have 
an APDR support plan with a focus on specific needs which will be reviewed in smaller steps in line with the schedule above. As 
support for children with EHC Plans is specific to their plan, they may be supported within the classroom or in an intervention 
room. They may also be supported 1:1, within a group in the classroom or in an intervention group. EHC plans will be reviewed 
annually with all of those involved in writing the plan, including the class teacher, support staff, relevant outside agencies and 
parents. Additional meetings will take place across the year to review steps toward it.  

 Responsibility for all SEND needs within the classroom, and provision, is the class teacher’s responsibility. Further support will be 
provided by the school’s SENDCo and support staff and outside agencies as required.  

 In addition to specific meetings to review educational plans, Parents’ Evenings are held twice annually with an optional one in the 
summer when a formal report is sent at the end of the school year.  

 All staff are available to listen, and support, any concerns children may have. Referrals to available outside agencies can be 
made, as necessary, for additional support. Accommodations will be made, where necessary, within school to support children 
with social and emotional needs, including intervention programmes to develop communication and social interaction.  

 Children are given a voice through the School Council, Eco Council and Worship Council.  

 School’s SEND link governor (Mrs C Mariani) monitors SEND provision in school. The HT / SENDCo reports to the Governing 
Body on SEND on a termly basis through a SEND report.  
 

 
 
 
 

 
How will the school adapt the curriculum and learning environment for children with special educational needs?  
 

How will the curriculum be matched to the needs of children with SEND? 
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What are school’s approaches to differentiation and why is this relevant?  

 

 At Summerseat Methodist Primary school we aim to deliver high quality provision to meet the needs of all children and young 
people with SEN. We do so in line with sections 1.24 and 1.25 of the SEN Code of Practice. Where children continue to have 
difficulty after interventions have taken place, or require a high level of support to access the curriculum, they are considered to 
have Special Educational Needs (SEN) and will be placed on the SEN register. Parents/ carers will be informed. All children will 
have equality of opportunity to achieve their potential in all subjects. All children will be expected to participate in the full 
curriculum. 

 In order to support the children’s access to the broad curriculum, children will be supported as widely as possible to be taught 
inclusively in the classroom. In order to support them further, children may work with an adult, either 1:1 or supported within a 
group, or work collaboratively with peers.  

 To support accessibility within the classroom, intervention programmes, and 1:1 work, will take place in order to close gaps in 
learning.  

 Adaptations to enable children to access curriculum content are planned for, by teachers, across all curriculum areas. Adaptation 
means that there is an appropriate level of challenge and support to match the needs of all learners. As a staff, we have created 
an adapted teaching toolkit to support with this. This may mean that children use a different task in order for children to access 
learning; a different output for children to demonstrate and share their knowledge and understanding; varying levels of targets and 
expectations; additional or varied resources; adult or peer support and length of time to complete an activity. Providing adaptations 
within the curriculum means that all children can access the full curriculum, at the point which is correct for them, in order to reach 
their full potential.  
 

 

 
 

 
How is expertise secured for teaching staff and others working with children with special educational needs? 
 

 Summerseat Methodist Primary School is part of the Epworth Education Trust and as such has a supportive network of 
experienced SENDCos across the Epworth family of schools.  

 We provide teachers and teaching assistants with support, expertise, resources and training in order to assist them in planning 
and providing a relevant and differentiated curriculum for all pupils. 

 All teaching staff, including the school’s headteacher, are experienced in supporting children with a wide range of SEN.  

 The Headteacher (who is SENDCo) holds the National Award for Special Educational Needs. The SENDCo also attends training 
and meetings for SEND within the local authority to keep up to date about available services and developments. 

 The school’s support staff, who work with groups of children, or 1:1, are experienced in their supportive field and attend training, as 
relevant, to further support the children they work with. All support staff work in close relation with the class teachers.  
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 Summerseat Methodist Primary is part of the Bury training collaborative BEST, where staff have access to specialist SEND 
training by Bury Additional Needs Team.   

 Summerseat Methodist Primary also has access to outside agencies within Bury LA. Some of these services include Additional 
Needs Team, education psychologists, Speech and Language Therapy, Healthy Young Minds and the school nurse. As required, 
these outside agencies will also attend Person Centred Reviews when reviewing EHC Plans.  

 In 2022-23, we worked towards: 
- Elklan ‘Communication Friendly Settings’ to support a whole school approach for children with speech, language and 

communication needs 
- ‘Emotionally Friendly Schools’ accreditation as part of our commitment to supporting children with social, emotional and mental 

health needs  

 We also successfully achieved the Bury Inclusion Mark in recognition of our practice in this area.  

 Summerseat has an allocated Education Mental Helath Practitioner who works to support children directly in the school. 

 In 2023-24, we are taking part in Nurture UK training.  
 

 
 

How will progress of children with special educational needs be assessed and reviewed? 
 

How will those children and their parents take part in any assessment or review? 
 

In addition to the usual reporting arrangements, what opportunities will there be for parents to discuss progress with school staff? 

How will school explain to parents the expectation and steps in learning for their child? 

How can parents support learning outside of the classroom? 

How and when will a parent be involved in planning for their child’s education? 

At Summerseat, we monitor and review provision on a regular basis and look at the impact of provision on raising standards. Progress of 
all children is monitored both formally and informally by class teachers and the Senior Leadership Team. We have a rigorous progress 
tracking system in school and use FFT Aspire. Some children may be assessed using alternative assessment methods, including 
BSquared or PIVATs for those working below the National Curriculum level. We also utilise the autism assessment tracker.  Small Steps 
assessments are also used for children making smaller amounts of progress within their year group expectations. The Special 
Educational Needs Coordinator meets with staff to discuss provision and progress of those children with special educational needs. 
Provision for individual children can be adapted at any time to ensure they achieve to their full potential. 

 As a standard approach, school holds two annual Parents’ Evening meetings. In addition to this, termly reports are sent home to 
outline current attainment levels and a final written report is sent at the end of the academic year to detail achievement across the 
whole curriculum. 

 wide-ranging forms of assessments are used to obtain children’s understanding so that attainment and progress can be tracked, 
monitored and measured. These are discussed within termly data meetings between the school’s senior leaders and staff. The 
school’s SENDCo is also informed about, and tracks, attainment and progress of SEND children.  

 If a child has an APDR support plan, these will be reviewed on a termly basis / half-termly basis depending on level of need. 
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During this meeting, parents are invited to share in the review of the current targets with the class teacher and SENDCo as well as 
to share their personal thoughts on their child’s learning and well-being. Aspects of mental health, social and emotional 
development will also be discussed during these meetings. Children’s voice is also an important part of this meeting as the child, 
in question, is invited to attend the end of the meeting to share their point of view. Parents then receive a copy of the next APDR 
support plan.  

 If a child also has an EHC Plan, this will be formally reviewed annually. Parents will be invited to this meeting to share their views 
and to agree on going targets.  Children are also invited to these Pupil Centred Reviews to share their views, which are taken into 
account when devising new targets.  

 Parents can arrange to meet the class teacher, SENDCo or head teacher to discuss concerns. School staff may arrange meetings 
with parents to discuss concerns regarding their child or to inform them about levels of attainment and progress.  

 Parents are welcomed into school on a number of occasions throughout the school year. These include visiting the classroom, to 
share in learning and view books, after class assemblies etc.  Meet the Teacher Evenings take place at the beginning of the 
academic year, where parents are invited into school, and the relevant classes, to learn more about their year group’s 
expectations.  

 School holds a number of parent workshops throughout the school year, including those relating to Mathematics, writing, reading 
and the wider curriculum. This gives parents an opportunity to learn more about the school’s approach to teaching, including the 
progress of the school’s Mathematics Calculation Policy and approaches to reading.  

 School’s calculation policy for Mathematics is available on the website. 

 Steps in Learning (A document which outlines the objectives within each subject area to detail the skills and knowledge children 
will gain in that year group.) is also available on the school’s website and used as a tool for clear assessment / next steps.  

 Links to supportive, educational websites are available on the school’s website to aid learning. 

 Home learning tasks are set by the class teacher to aid communication and links between home and schools. This enables 
parents to be informed about the current learning taking place in English, Mathematics and Topic. Children are also provided with 
practise sheets to develop number skills, including times tables, and spellings. School has access to Times Tables Rockstars to 
support times tables knowledge and development.  

 For pupils working significantly below age related expectations and therefore well below the National Curriculum / School ‘Steps in 
Learning’, BSquared or PIVATs will be used to enable staff to measure small, appropriate steps of progress and to support staff 
planning for immediate next steps for identified pupils. This is only used for a small group of pupils on roll and parents are made 
aware of this as an assessment and target setting tool as appropriate.  

 

 

 

 
 

How will the effectiveness of the school’s special educational provision be assessed and evaluated? 
 

 

How will the school know how effective its arrangement for children with special educational needs is? 
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 The attainment and progress of all children is monitored through the school’s tracking system and is reviewed regularly by all staff 
and the head teacher. If adequate progress is not being made, interventions will be put in place. 

 Interventions are monitored and reviewed by staff for impact on attainment and progress. This information is shared with the head 
teacher and SENDCo.  

 APDR support plans and EHC Plans are reviewed in line with the review cycle. Targets within these plans are reviewed and new 
ones are devised based on the necessary support to close gaps in learning.  

 The Governing Body are informed about SEND provision within school through the SEND link governor.  

 Feedback from pupils and parents provides some insight into the evaluation of SEND provision.  
 

 
 

How can children with special educational needs access the school’s facilities? 
 

How accessible is the school environment? 

 The school was founded in 1840 and the present building was opened in 1863 by the Methodist mill owner, John Robinson Kay, to 
serve the children of the mill working community.  Although the school retains a lot of its original character, adaptations have been 
made to make is more accessible for wheel chair users. Ramps lead to the school’s playground and the electronic gates are 
monitored from the school’s office for support with access to open them. Although the school’s main doors have small steps, a 
portable ramp can be used to aid wheel chair access, which means the ground floor of the school is accessible. Adjustments 
would be considered and reasonable, necessary changes and accommodations would be sought to be made, on a case by case 
basis, following an application. 

 School has clearly sign posted fire procedures and completes practice drills. Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans (PEEPs) are 
put in place for identified pupils following discussion with staff and parents.  

 Our School Accessibility Plan includes further details regarding our access arrangements for disabled pupils and how we comply 
with educational legislation. 

 
 

What activities are available for children with special educational needs in addition to the curriculum? 
 

How will children with SEND be included in activities outside the classroom, including trips? 

Will the child be able to access all activities of the school and how will school assist them to do so? 

 School has an inclusive ethos and approach so that the whole curriculum is accessible for all children. School will also review on a 
case by case basis to make any necessary accommodation, alterations or risk assessments. Safeguarding procedures are well 
embedded, and adhered to by all staff, to ensure that all pupils, visitors and staff are in a safe, welcoming environment.  

 The necessary support is provided within the classroom, through adult support, adaptive teaching or peer support, in order for 
children to access the curriculum. This also includes support and provision within PE lessons.  

 Children with Irlen Syndrome will be provided with the relevant overlays or coloured exercise books.  

 Extra-curricular clubs are open to all children. Many of these clubs are run by school staff, who know the children and have 
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expertise in SEND. If the club is run by an outside organisation, they are advised about any necessary modifications or 
accommodations. All coaches are highly experienced and usually teach within the school so have good relationships with all 
pupils.  

 Prior to visiting a venue for a school trip or visit, risk assessments are carried out, and, where possible, pre-visits by staff 
members. Accommodations will be made to ensure that all children can take part in learning outside of the classroom. Discussions 
take place with parents during the planning and preparation for these experiences.  

 

 

 
 

Transition 
 

How will school prepare and support a child joining our school, transferring to a new school or moving onto the next stage of education? 

What information will be provided to the new setting? 

 School has a well-established transition programme for all pupils. When beginning school, in the Early Years Foundation Stage, 
transition home visits are arranged and transitional days within school are arranged for children to meet their teacher and peers by 
taking part in activities within their classroom. If necessary, the class teacher or SENDCo, will visit a child’s current nursery setting 
to take part in a SENDCO review or transitional meeting. 

 For those children who are preparing for secondary education, we regularly have events and taster sessions with our partner high 
school to familiarise students with the school site in Year 6. This includes open days and school visits, where children spend time 
in their perspective high school. Assessment and progress data, attendance and behavioural information, pastoral information 
(including social and emotion aspects) are collated and forwarded to the chosen high school to aid transition and minimise the 
impact of beginning a new school. This information is shared with the SENDCo of the secondary school for continuity for any 
SEND provision. If your child has an EHC Plan, the SENDCo of the chosen high school will be invited to attend the Annual Review 
Meeting, during the summer term, at the end of Year 6. If extra transitional support is needed, the Additional Needs Team will be 
involved to offer advice and help. 

 Within school, class teachers prepare children for transition to new year groups, and into secondary school, through lessons, 
discussions and activities in PSHE lessons. At the end of each academic year, teachers carry out transitional meetings with the 
next year group teacher.  

 For children transitioning from another primary school, a visit is encouraged so that they can view the school, and classroom, and 
also meet their teacher and peers. Opportunities to discuss concerns, regarding SEND, can take place during this visit with the 
relevant members of staff. For those children transitioning to a new primary school, the same information will be forwarded as is 
outlined above in regards to joining secondary education.   

 Summerseat Methodist Primary School continues to support children and families even after they have left the school. 
 

 

 
 

Who can parents contact for further information? 
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Who can you contact within school and how should you make contact? 

Where can you gain further information outside of school? 
 

 If a parent is considering joining the school, they should contact the school office, where an appointment will be made to visit the 
school. Initial enquiries can be discussed during the visit. Parents, or carers, of children with SEND can contact the school’s 
SENDCo, Mrs Whittaker, to discuss any concerns or queries they have with regarding all aspects of SEND. All discussions with 
staff, and school visits, can be arranged by phoning school on 01706 823427 or by emailing at 
summerseatmethodist@bury.gov.uk  

 Parents, or carers, of children with additional needs or disabilities, who would like some support, can follow the link to Bury 
Directory where details can be found on a wide range of aspects, including information, advice and services available within the 
local authority. https://www.theburydirectory.co.uk/kb5/bury/directory/home.page  

 For further information can be found in the Special Educational Needs and Disability Code of Practice, including more detail about 
the four broad areas of SEND and the steps involved in requesting an Educational Health Care Plan. 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/send-code-of-practice-0-to-25   
 

 

Date: Autumn 2023  
Next Review: Autumn 2024  
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